AGENDA

OTFORD PARISH COUNCIL HIGHWAYS COMMITTEE

To be held in School House 17th June 2013

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

3. MINUTES – to approve the minutes of the meeting of 22nd April

4. MATTERS ARISING from the previous meeting not covered elsewhere in the agenda

5. AGENDA ITEMS

5.1 Information on crashes and observed potentially dangerous incidents – to receive an update

5.2 Bus shelters – to receive an update

5.3 Car Parking – to receive an update and to further determine actions re Car Park and other areas and make any necessary recommendations. Report to be received from the meeting with the Advisory Group, 7th May; to progress safety in the car park, including review of risk assessment, and make any necessary recommendations.

5.4 Village Gateways – to receive an update

5.5 Road signs – to receive an update

5.6 Road safety – to receive an update; further discussion on step at Pickmoss

5.7 Speedwatch – to receive an update

5.8 Accessibility for those with disabilities – to receive an update

5.9 Car Park resurfacing – to receive an update; allocation of tasks identified in project plan

5.10 Lorry Watch scheme – to receive an update

5.11 To recommend a response to KCC letter re vegetation clearance on public rights of way

5.11 Other Matters (to note)

5.12 Correspondence